
VISUAL BRAND STYLIST | SPEAKER | PHILANTHROPIST

K.Micole is a Celebrity Visual Brand stylist, 
Speaker, and Philanthropist being a master of her 
gift, her greatest attribute, is the ability to speak 
life and offer renewed hope, to broken people 
of all ages.  Conquering the feud between 
other people’s opinion and societal views, 
of who she should be, sparked a passion to 
reach audiences in similar situations, living life 
silently merely existing.  

Such relatable life experiences, enables her to 
connect to the root of low self-esteem, and gently 
yet effectively cut away layers, leaving a residue 
of confidence in the heart of the listener, creating 
an atmosphere of self-transformation, reclaiming 
self-worth and true  purpose in life. K.Micole 
found her strength in her struggle. People would 
try to put her in a box because of her having a 
beauty background. This didn't deter K.Micole 
because of her belief that there is no such thing as 
thinking out of the box when you realize that the 
only box that there is, is the one you allow 
yourself to be put into. We all evolve and that this 
truly is her evolution to put the mark that she is 
meant to put on the world. 

K.Micole has been able to achieve her mission by hosting the K.Micole 
Academy, seminars and partnering with women’s organizations across the 
country. Everywhere that she goes lives are changed by her vibrant 
personality and relatable life experiences. K.Micole's style will catch your eye 
but her words and passion will captivate your mind and spirit for a lifetime. 
Every woman who leaves her seminars leaves loving themselves even more 
and looking and feeling FABULOUS from the inside out.



Vision
K.Micole’s vision is to change the lives of women and young girls through fashion, my voice, 
and my brand. The K.Micole brand will be a pillar in the community and around the world. 
Her brand will empower women to fall in love with themselves; to help them find and 
nurture their purpose. Her brand will also encourage families to create together, stick 
together, and be the best versions of themselves no matter what life brings.

Mission
Her mission is to be truly be the change she want to see in the world by helping women fall 
in love with their authentic and genuine selves. The K.Micole brand will focus on fashion, 
emotions, mental and physical well-being of women globally. The brand will put a stop to 
women at every stage in life feeling inadequate or not enough because of her upbringing or 
her current status. Her brand will help women create their own lane and get to her 
destined finish line.

Quote
People fail to realize my process may not look like yours, but it's still a 
process. Wearing make-up and looking good is how I prepare for battle 
with the world in which we live. My makeup is my war paint . -K.Micole

Services offered 
The K.Micole brand offers a number of different services. She offers 
closet/mind re-hab which is decluttering your closet and decluttering the 
mind. When your space is free, your mind can clearly think.
K.Micole offers visual styling, creative direction, one-on-one lifestyle 
styling, workshops self love & confidence, full image consulting, 
motivational speaking and keynote speaking.

“She’s best speaker we have ever had.” 

“ K.Micole has the unique ability to make 
complex subjects simple to understand.”

“Her real life stories are what helped me 
feel like she could really relate to us.”

“I learned more in 60 minutes with you 
than hours of time spent with anyone at a 
conference”

“Ms.K put together one of the best 
workshops that I have ever attended. I 
walked away with motivation and 
renewed energy to take back control of 
my life.”

“K.Micole  seminars  was an amazing 
learning experience and the information 
she gave me a new perspective on how to 
truly love myself and wanting more”

Testimonials 

Workshops
DRESS THE BODY I’M IN (WORKSHOP)
Do you wonder if you're wearing the right styles for your body type?
Learn:
• What is your body type
• Tricks to create balance in your shape
• How to use accessories to create a more
Flattering Look
• The styles that most flatter your body 
• Which styles you should avoid
This will be an intimate gathering so you will have plenty of 
opportunity to get involved and get styled

Keynote topic
• Who are You Really
• 5 ways to Dress Yourself
• Purpose on Purpose
• Mindful Freedom

Core speaking topics
• Self love
• Purpose 
• Life and Empowerment 
• Personal Development 
• Dress your body 



something to wear?
How to build a Blah to Bomb wardrobe
The secret to spotting an item that can be worn seven days a week
The top ten pieces you need to build the foundation for a work to 
weekend wardrobe
Creative ideas for mixing and matching the pieces in your closet
How to organize your closet for maximum versatility

Loving Me Some Me
Learning to love yourself is vital in today’s society. “Loving Me Some Me” teaches every woman how to love themselves 
from the inside out. 

Make Me Over Again
After erasing everything that hides the true beauty of a woman K.Micole goes into “Make Me Over Again.” This class 
teaches the participants how to add to their beauty with the help of makeup, clothes, and accessories. 

Wardrobe Re-Do
Wardrobe Re-Do” allows participants to look through magazines and pick out the looks that they want to achieve. 

Blah To Bomb Wardrobe (Workshop)
Do you feel like you never have anything to wear in your wardrobe, bored with your clothes and unsure what to wear on 
the weekend? Do you feel frustrated about spending money on pieces that can only be worn one way? Are you feeling 
limited in your ability to mix and match the pieces in your closet? Do you cringe when you have to find

iamkmicole

Contact info 
Thekmicole@gmail.com

@thekmicole


